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ABSTRACT
App permissions detail the privacy-sensitive access to users’
location, contact information, network access, and more. In
this paper, we draw from the motivational work of McDon
ald and Cranor [18] on web privacy policies, to investigate
the opportunity cost for users and the United States if peo
ple would actually read these permission screens on mobile
devices during installation or launch time. We also demon
strate the time and cost diﬀerences between diﬀerent ver
sions of Android’s permissions model. Based on our ﬁnd
ings, an average user of Android M may spend less than two
minutes annually viewing permission screens. This would
mean a maximum annual opportunity cost of $1.29 and a
minimum of $0.16 based on whether it was read at work
or leisure. Reading detailed permissions screens in older
versions of Android could require a user to spend nearly 90
minutes annually with a maximum cost of $67.24 and a min
imum of $8.40. In our estimates, the United States would
have to invest between a leisure cost of $36.67 million and a
work cost of $293.6 million for Android M. However, these
costs are small in comparison to costs needed in older ver
sions of Android that could use up to as much as $1.87 bil
lion in leisure costs $15.03 billion in work costs. We conclude
that updates to Google’s permissions layout has reduced the
time and opportunity cost to the point where, with Android
M, it is at an all-time low.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile app stores aim to protect people’s privacy by two
main approaches: Apple by vetting applications before pub
lishing to the App Store and Google by introducing a usercentric security model that requires developers to explicitly
declare access to capabilities that Google has deemed sensi
tive. Android displays to the user the capabilities requested
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by an app during installation. The users’ explicit task here
is to decide whether to install the app or not.
This all-at-once model has lead to controversies with ap
plications taking advantage of permissions to compromise
user privacy. An example is when Facebook, Twitter, and
other social media apps were deemed to be harvesting con
tacts [4] by copying entire contacts list to their internal
databases. The Federal Trade Commission (FTC), a depart
ment of the United States federal government whose mission
is to promote consumer protection, has looked into privacy
concerns of mobile phone users as a result of these types of
exploitative business practices. A takeaway of a 2013 re
port by the FTC was that operating systems should employ
run-time disclosures at the instance a permission is being
requested [9]. Google has since added run-time disclosures
to certain privacy-sensitive permissions as of the release of
Android M in October 2015.
Given how permissions can be exploited by companies,
it becomes interesting to ask what investment would be re
quired from users to read all the permissions being requested
for the applications they download. In this paper, we inves
tigate the opportunity cost for Android smartphone users
if they would actually read all the user permission screens,
with the goal of quantifying the opportunity cost burden
placed upon users by Android as a result of their permis
sions models. As in previous work [17], we acknowledge
that “few people read End-User License Agreements (EULAs) [12] or web privacy policies [14], because (a) there is
an overriding desire to install the app or use the web site,
(b) reading these policies is not part of the user’s main task,
(c) the complexity of reading these policies, and (d) a clear
cost (i.e. time) with unclear beneﬁt.” [17] Thus, we evaluate
what would the actual cost be in terms of time and money.
We build our analysis based upon previous work in the do
main of opportunity costs from McDonald and Cranor [18],
who demonstrated a similar analysis for the opportunity of
reading web policies. We also extend this work to previ
ous permission displays that Android has and quantify the
changes in cost to users as a result of these updated permis
sion models.

2.

ANDROID PERMISSION SCREENS

The goal of the permissions are to show users potentially
sensitive capabilities of the app. Android has gone through
several iterations of its permission display model in the past
few years in an eﬀort to improve user awareness of what
privacy-sensitive permissions are being requesting. Up until
Play Store version 4.8.20, the information displayed on the
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Figure 1: The permissions displays under consideration. From left to right: explicit permissions model (Explicit) prior to
Play Store 4.8.20, expanded explicit permissions (Explicit(II)) for ”Network Communication”, grouped permissions (Grouped)
after Play Store 4.8.20, expanded grouped permissions (Grouped(II)) for all displayed categories, detailed group permissions
(Grouped(III)) for the app on the Play Store, and a permission request (Request) for Location in Android M.

screen remained relatively static despite changes in UI ele
ments (e.g. background color, font color) as shown in Fig
ure 1a (Explicit). The permissions could be expanded to
read speciﬁc descriptions of what was being requested, seen
in Figure 1b (Explicit(II)).
Updates after 4.8.20 changed this to condense permission
descriptions: detailed descriptions for the need of a permis
sion were removed, and not all requested permissions by an
application were shown at installation (Grouped Figure 1c),
with expanded permissions in Figure 1d (Grouped(II)). In
stead, Google moved the full list of permissions to a “De
tailed permissions” link on the Play Store page for the app,
shown in Figure 1e (Grouped(III)). For Android M, shown
in Figure 1f (Request), users are no longer granting access to
bundles of permissions at install-time but rather are queried
about granting permission to speciﬁc privacy sensitive oper
ations at the time the application needs to use them.

3.

ESTIMATION METHODS

The opportunity cost of reading permissions is obtained
as the time spent reading permissions multiplied by the es
timated national average wage. This is shown by:
Cost = TR × w
TR = n × W ÷ R

(1)
(2)

where Cost is the opportunity cost, TR is the time it takes
to read the permissions, w is the national average hourly
wage, n is the average number of applications downloaded
per year, W is the number of words on a permission screen,
and R is the average national reading rate.
With these equations we can estimate the time taken to
read the screens and the opportunity cost associated with
that. To obtain the time taken for an entire nation we use
the same, with the only diﬀerence being that the number
of applications downloaded, n, is the number of apps down
loaded by an entire nation in one year. We can use publicly
available statistics to obtain values for w, n, and R. How
ever, to get W , we needed to obtain values from a distribu
tion of the word counts for commonly used applications.
We scraped the Play Store to accomplish this. For the
current iteration of the permissions screen, Figure 1(c)-1(e),

we scraped the top 100,000 applications on the Play Store
and formed a word count for each of the diﬀerent permission
layouts. However, for the older versions displayed in Figure
1(a)-1(b), Google no longer oﬀers a way to access them. We
have access to a non-public dataset of permissions counts
for the top ten applications in the twenty-six categories that
was collected in 2013 prior to the permissions screen update.
We use the data collected from these 260 apps for the older
versions and for the newer versions we use data scraped from
100,000 applications in July 2016.
Diﬀerent sources can provide diﬀerent estimates for the
variables listed in the equations. We create three diﬀerent
estimates for this – the Lower Bound represents the lowest
possible value based on observation of data and sources, the
Upper Bound represents the highest possible value, and the
Point Estimate represents a midpoint between these two ex
tremes. Our results are reported using the Point Estimate
since it correlates best to the most common case.

4.

FINDINGS

Phone Apps We begin by ﬁxing a baseline for the number
of applications downloaded by a user. Research2guidance
is an analysis ﬁrm that reports the number of installs per
month to be two [19], and Admob, a mobile advertising com
pany, reports the value as nine [1]. We use these values as
lower and upper bounds, respectively. We select ﬁve apps
per month as a point estimate between the two boundaries.
Estimates
Lower Bound
Point Estimate
Upper Bound

Monthly
2 apps
5 apps
9 apps

Yearly
24 apps
60 apps
108 apps

Table 1: Permission screens visited in a year, estimated from
publicly available data. Five apps is set as a point estimate
between the lower and upper bound.
Word Count The length of the permissions screens vary
depending on individual applications. To get an idea of the
spread of diﬀerent word lengths, we formed three quartiles
at the 25%, 50%, and 75% levels. These quartile values

correspond to splitting points of the distribution of word
lengths. A 25% quartile value of 50 words means that 25%
and less of the total words is less than or equal to 50. This
is computed for every word conﬁguration individually, as
shown in Table 2, with corresponding labels matching with
the labels in Figure 1. The three quartile levels respectively
refer to the 25%, 50%, and 75% quartile levels in descending
order.
Models

Lower
Bound
Explicit
41
Explicit(II)
180
Grouped
4
Grouped(II) 25
Grouped(III) 49
Request
0

Point Estimate
58
256
8
55
88
5

Upper
Bound
75
347
13
89
128
13

Table 2: Permission word counts displayed as quartiles
(25%, 50%, 75%) of the distribution of total words. Ex
plicit & Explicit(II) are computed using 260 apps from the
older Play Store version whereas Grouped through Request
are computed using a scraping of the top 100,000 apps in
July 2016. Refer to Figure 1 for the permission models.
We take this information and combine it with Table 1 to
compute annual word counts. When combining table infor
mation, we have a one-to-one mapping; Lower Bound mul
tiplies into Lower Bound, Upper Bound into Upper Bound,
and Point Estimate into Point Estimate. This gives us three
numbers per permission model. The results of this is dis
played in Table 3.
Models

Lower
Bound
Explicit
984
Explicit(II) 4320
Grouped
96
Grouped(II) 600
Grouped(III) 1176
Request
0

Point Estimate
3480
15360
480
3300
5280
300

Upper
Bound
8100
37476
1404
9612
13824
1404

Table 3: Number of words read annually for a given display
model and quartiled word length. Each value is obtained
by multiplying the estimated yearly apps from Table 1 by
a corresponding quartile range in Table 2. An example:
Grouped Upper Bound is obtained by multiplying Grouped
Upper Bound by the Upper Bound yearly apps (108 × 13).
Reading Time The time to read a permission screen de
pends on two factors: the reading rate and the number of
words. The reading rate for an average human is 180 words
per minute (WPM) or three words per second (WPS) [5,21].
These average reading rates were computed without refer
ence to the speciﬁc instance of smartphone permissions –
which has icons for cues as well as variable font size on a
smaller display. However, research on the inﬂuence of pre
sentation on passages of text have not traditionally shown
diﬀerences in reading rate [7,8]. Table 4 shows the amount of
time it would take to annually read each permission screen,
using this value of 180 WPM.

Models

Lower
Bound
Explicit
5.5
Explicit(II) 24
Grouped
0.5
Grouped(II) 3.3
Grouped(III) 6.5
Request
0

Point Estimate
19.3
86.8
2.7
18.3
29.3
1.7

Upper
Bound
45
208.2
7.8
53.4
76.8
7.8

Table 4: Number of minutes spent annually to read a given
display model at a speciﬁc estimate. Each value is obtained
by dividing the values in Table 3 by the average national
reading rate, 180 WPM.

4.1

Opportunity Cost: Value of Time

The opportunity cost is the worth of the alternative op
tion that could replace the activity under consideration. In
this case, this represents the worth of other leisure activities
or labor that could be done instead of reading the permis
sions required by an app. We estimate opportunity cost
for leisure and work in terms of mean hourly wage. In the
United States, overhead at work is twice the rate of take
home pay [15]. This means that the overhead of reading
the permission screens at work would cost twice the wage.
Studies show that people estimate their leisure time at one
quarter of their take home pay [16]. Based on this, we esti
mate the cost to read the permission screen at leisure as one
quarter of the average wage. The United States Department
of Labor reports the average hourly wage to be $23.23 [6].
Based on this, the estimated leisure cost is displayed in Ta
ble 5 and the estimated cost for work is displayed in Table 6.
Models

Lower
Bound
Explicit
$0.52
Explicit(II) $2.32
Grouped
$0.05
Grouped(II) $0.32
Grouped(III) $0.63
Request
0

Point Estimate
$1.86
$8.40
$0.25
$1.77
$2.83
$0.16

Upper
Bound
$4.34
$20.14
$0.76
$5.16
$7.43
$0.75

Table 5: The total leisure cost for reading permissions an
nually for an average person as a function of the permission
model. This is obtained by taking a quarter of the average
wage [16], $23.23, and multiplying that by the reading times
converted to hours in Table 4.
Cost to a Nation The opportunity cost to the United
States can be calculated from the percentage market share
of the nation out of the global share. In May 2016, at Google
I/O, Google revealed that the download rate for mobile apps
from the Play Store clocked in at 65 billion annually [20].
The United States contributes to 21% of the total down
loads according to a report by research ﬁrm, App Annie [3].
Using this information, we can estimate that the United
States accounts for 13.65 billion app downloads from the
Play Store. The cost to the nation is determined by com
puting the Short, Medium, and Long word counts for 13.65
billion apps and converting that to wages as done in Table 5
and Table 6. The results of the leisure cost and work cost
to the United States is shown in Table 7 and Table 8.

Models

Lower
Bound
Explicit
$4.23
Explicit(II) $18.58
Grouped
$0.41
Grouped(II) $2.53
Grouped(III) $5.05
Request
0

Point Estimate
$14.96
$67.24
$2.06
$14.19
$22.71
$1.29

Upper
Bound
$34.83
$161.21
$6.03
$41.35
$59.46
$6.03

Table 6: The total work cost for reading permissions annu
ally for an average person as a function of the permission
model. This is obtained by taking doubling the average
wage [6], $23.23, and multiplying that by the reading times
converted to hours in Table 4.
Models

Lower
Bound
Explicit
$300.9
Explicit(II) $1321
Grouped
$29.4
Grouped(II) $183.5
Grouped(III) $359.7
Request
0

Point Estimate
$425.7
$1879
$58.7
$403.7
$645.9
$36.67

Upper
Bound
$550.5
$2547
$95.4
$653.3
$939.5
$95.4

Table 7: The total leisure cost for reading permissions an
nually for the United States as a function of the permission
model in millions of dollars. This is obtained by using the
approximate number of apps downloaded by a nation, 13.65
billion, and computing the wage associated with the time
spent reading permissions.
Models

Lower
Bound
Explicit
$240.7
Explicit(II) $10569
Grouped
$234.9
Grouped(II) $1468
Grouped(III) $2877
Request
0

Point Estimate
$340.5
$15032
$469.8
$3229
$5167
$293.6

Upper
Bound
$440.4
$20375
$763.4
$5226
$7516
$763.4

Table 8: The total work cost for reading permissions annu
ally for the United States as a function of the permission
model in millions of dollars. This is obtained by using the
approximate number of apps downloaded by a nation, 13.65
billion, and computing the wage associated with the time
spent reading permissions.

5.

DISCUSSION

We have estimated the cost of reading permissions for an
individual annually as well as for the United States. The ta
bles display values for the oldest version of Android’s model
(Explicit) to the most recent version (Request). Under the
current iteration of the model, Request, the cost to the user
has a point estimate of $0.16 for leisure (Table 5) and $1.29
for work (Table 6). Compared to the annual opportunity
cost of reading web policies in 2008, $3,534 [18], this is a
more manageable privacy burden. Even compared to the
Upper Bound estimate of leisure cost, $0.75, and work cost,
$6.03, the diﬀerence is still many orders of magnitude. It is
far more costly and time consuming for a user to properly
manage their privacy with web policies and EULAs than the
Android permissions model.

We note that the lower bound cost of $0 for reading per
missions in the current Android iteration, Request, repre
sents a minimal cost scenario to users and even appears ideal
at ﬁrst glance. However, this is not is not feasible for a yearly
value since the most popular applications in the store – and
thus the ones most likely to be downloaded – usually ac
cess privacy-sensitive information in some way. The lower
bound is capturing a collection of applications that still re
quest permissions but do not trigger run-time disclosures.
The Point Estimate or the Upper Bound for the Request
category represents more likely cost scenarios.
When the price is scaled up to the United States, this rep
resents a work cost of $293.6 million dollars and a leisure cost
of $36.67 million under the current Android model, Request.
Again, compared with web policies [18] having annual costs
in 2008 to the United States of $781 billion dollars, these
numbers represent a far more reasonable privacy request.
The presumption here rests on the fact that users would
read all of these permissions every time. There are also
more potential, hidden costs associated with this that were
not considered by us: the cost for mobile service, bandwidth
costs, and storage costs on the device that would likely raise
the overall amount considered in privacy disclosures.
A key observation about the diﬀerences in permission lay
outs is evidenced in Table 2. The original, verbose permis
sion models had a much higher density of words compared
to subsequent iterations. A direct comparison is available
between the Explicit and Grouped models – the Explicit
model displayed far more permissions on a screen than the
more simplistic Grouped model. Even in the most detailed
Grouped model, the detailed permissions inside the Play
Store app shown in Figure 1e and referred to as Grouped(III)
in Table 2, did not come close to the number of words in the
most detailed Explicit model – shown in Figure 1b and re
ferred to as Explicit(II) in Table 2. Google, as they iterated
through Permissions models, was able to continually shave
oﬀ word counts.
This creates an important take-away: that in a self regu
lated privacy disclosure model used in Android, Google has
made signiﬁcant headway in reducing overall costs as the
permissions display has been updated. The choice of re
moving full permission descriptions and then grouping per
missions in buckets at version 4.8.20 reduced reading over
head. However, the Grouped category does present chal
lenges – a user looking for the most detailed information
available would need to read through each display individ
ually to guarantee full knowledge of what an application
is doing. This would require, then, tallying the individual
costs of each Grouped category to estimate the total cost of
reading permissions to discover everything an application is
requesting. The same is true of the Explicit model.
We acknowledge that users cannot be expected to read the
permission screen of each and every application, since that
is not the primary objective when they are installing and
want to start using an app. Previous research [11] points to
the direction that users are ignoring app permission screens
and other warnings. Our work is asking the question what if
people actually would read the permissions, how much would
it cost? This is important because, for example, the US
government is considering mandating diﬀerent kinds of dis
closures for mobile apps [9], raising the signiﬁcance of what
cost this represents to users.
Obvious further work would be to understand if the short

form Request permission, in addition to being cost-eﬀective,
is eﬀective in informing app consumers and helps them to
make appropriate decisions. In our previous work, we have
also explored alternative approaches to mobile app security
& privacy, including explicitly showing users when their lo
cation is requested [11], showing network accesses of apps
with Securacy [10], automated app analysis [2], crowdsourced
privacy mental models [17] and privacy-preserving API de
sign [13].

6.

CONCLUSIONS

First and foremost, we are not claiming that all users
would read all mobile app related permissions screens and
privacy policies. Instead, we were asking what would be
the cost if people would actually read all the screens given
interest by regulators such as the FTC for mitigating pri
vacy concerns [9]. Our contributions are in collecting in
formation related to word counts for apps and using that
to analyze various implemented permissions screens on the
Android platform.
Our ﬁndings demonstrate that Google, through continual
innovation of the permissions display model, has drastically
reduced annual overhead time for individual users from a
previous high of 86.8 minutes per user in their detailed Ex
plicit model to 1.7 minutes for the latest version, Request,
in Android M. In terms of cost represented to the United
States, this a reduction from a high in the Explicit model
of $1.879 billion in leisure costs and $15.03 billion in work
costs down to $36.67 million in leisure costs and $293.6 mil
lion in work costs for Request model of Android M. We
conclude that the cost of reading permissions screens is rel
atively small per user in the Request model of Android M
and that Google has signiﬁcantly reduced overhead cost over
the years through redesign of its permissions display.
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